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OBJECTIVES

In this unit, we continue our discussion of how to teach reading comprehension to
the students. After an attentive study of this unit you will be able to teach your
student’s word identification, reading and constructing meaning through prediction
as well as drawing inferences, the systematic strategies outlined, will enable you to
improve your teaching skills and help your students to become fluent and competent
readers.
1.2

INTRODUCTION

The young reader learns to read by reading and it is our duty to provide them the
opportunities to read interesting materials independently. Every time children are
engaged in reading they are searching for meaning whether they are reading aloud,
silently, listening to someone else read or respond to what they have hear d or read.
Children can become fluent readers only when they learn to acquire meaning from a

text and to do this successfully they have to learn to use a variety of strategies for
constructing, reconstructing and reflecting on text meaning.
1.3

TEACHING READING COMPREHENSION

Reading comprehension strategies are organised sequences of purposeful actions
undertaken by young readers to acquire meaning from a text. To use these strategies
effectively, the young reader must actively search for meaning. The child must learn
right from the beginning to consciously choose alternative ways to use meaning cues
in order to construct or reconstruct meaning. This is not really difficult to do. Because
we have not thought about it seriously it seems difficult and even makes us wonder
whether we follow such a procedure while reading. We certainly do; only we have
not been conscious about it. It would be wrong to imagine that is natural and there is
no need to teach it in a methodical way. Only with practice and opportunity to read
meaningful material, can comprehension strategies become spontaneous. The teacher
can help children to develop comprehension strategies by
1. teaching important cues to test meaning;
2. modelling strategies for organizing and integrating meaning cues during
reading,
3. modelling ways of responding to text following reading and
4. Devising practice activities which reinforce the identification of cues and
refine the execution of strategies.
It is true that children acquire some experience of what a test is, through various
informal language experiences in their daily routine and realise how comprehension
has to be worked out. But this cannot be taken for granted. The young readers need
to be trained in using comprehension strategies. The children should actively use the
knowledge that what is read must sound like language and must make sense. So that
they regulate line by-line reading themselves. They should also grasp the strategies
for reading sentences fluently in phrase groups, such as prediction and grouping
words as well as organize semantic meaning within and between sentences, such as
relating pronouns to noun referents. Furthermore, they should, even from the early
stages use strategies for drawing inferences and reflecting upon levels of meaning in
a test during or after reading, such as responding to questions. These strategies probe
children control over their acquisition of literal meaning and the linking of their prior
knowledge with the meaning conveyed in the text.
Contexts for Teaching Reading Comprehension Strategies
The material used for comprehension instruction must be meaningful and interesting
if it is to be understood by the young readers and engage their knowledge and thought.
Meaningful material includes information presented in a cohesive and ordered
manner. It must be of good length to provide the reader with syntactic and semantic
redundancy. The material offered to beginners must be short to help readers who
cannot automatically identify a wide range of words. As their sight word knowledge
expands, they can manage longer texts, and can spend longer periods of time reading

print on their own as well as under the guidance of the teacher. During this stage.
Reading to children, allowing them to read along with the teacher and choral reading
of repetitive material, can facilitate word identification and also enable them to attend
to meaning. Besides. Pictures in the first stage books and early reading materials offer
an additional meaning context when the text on each page is limited to one or a few
sentences. Reading new material aloud to children several times as they follow along
is a good method of making many words familiar to them. Selecting stories from text
books that have already been introduced and read aloud is another way to provide
meaningful contexts for teaching comprehension strategies. When children practise
reading a piece of text echoic ally with the teacher and then use it to independently
practise word grouping, prediction, reconstruction or inference strategies,
comprehension is strengthened. These contexts prepare Kindergarten and early
primary class children to make use of comprehension strategies. Let us now look at
some of the methods which can be used with any type of primary reading programme
and with a wide variety of printed material. It is important that we do not just stop
with teaching cues to find out the meaning in a text, but also how to use them. Only
then will children transfer what they learn to their own independent reading. The
guiding principle is to build on the individual readers own strengths, and to introduce
strategies which will lead to more efficient ways of making sense out of a text.
Children must understand clearly that printed material is organised by syntactic rules
which order speech so that it makes sense. They must learn this on their own through
hearing and reading a text. They have to use their syntactic knowledge and get the
meaning of a text. They should realise that only this activity counts as reading.
Without it they may come to believe that the goal of reading is just saying words, not
getting meaning from them. We should teach children that what is read should sound
like language and make sense. Echoic Reading is a special manner of guiding oral
reading in order to teach children that what is read aloud, and silently, should sound
like language. When does reading sound like language? Reading that sounds like
language obeys the grammar of the native language and involves grouping words and
giving some groups more stress than others. Echoic reading offers a simple way of
demonstrating these principles, the teacher says, I am going to read some sentences,
now. You follow along with your eyes and just a little whisper. I will read a sentence
twice, then I want you to read it out loud just like I read it. Teacher may allow the
children to use a marker to show that they are on the correct line. In this process the
children learn something that cannot be just told to them. They experience language
in a highly individualistic manner. They learn how printed language should sound
when it is read, and that they can make it sound that way. This does not happen easily.
It may take many weeks before they learn to synchronise what they hear with the
word groups they see on the printed page, they need plenty of practice in learning
how to group words by allowing children to reread materials which they have read
several times before. As the children begin to reach an automatic sight vocabulary of
about 20 to 50 words, echoic reading begins to have a noticeable effect on them.
Echoic reading can be done in several ways. The teacher can read a line twice and
then call on a child to read it in the same way. This is done until the story passage is
completed. Then the teacher asks the children to volunteer to read the lines they
would like to read and then choose someone to read it just like they did. This allows

everyone to participate at a rather low risk level. Another way is that the teacher read
the story echoic ally and has all or half the class read together in the same way. This
procedure works well when a half page is reread which has already been read line by
line echoic ally. This is somewhat close to choral reading, but it is done for a different
purpose. It allows the teacher to find out the children who are having problems. These
children will be slightly behind the others, they will stop in the middle, or they will
sound different. Through echoic reading, children are taught how to apply their native
knowledge of syntax to organise words in groups as they read. It also trains them to
self-correction on the basis of whether what is read sounds like language. It reinforces
the idea that a text is teaching reading
Comprehension Strategies Reading
Comprehension not read word by word but in groups. When a child consistently reads
in phrase groups, echoic reading is no longer useful. For some children it occurs
before or by the end of the First Standard, but for others it takes two or three years.
"Making sense" as applied to an oral reading can be taught through listening, reading
and listening or reading aloud. The basic purpose is to show children that what they
read ought to make sense. If it doesn't, then something is wrong. The teacher tries to
set up a warning signal inside their head which makes them remember that reading
is more than just saying words. There are two kinds of sensibility. The teacher should
demonstrate how both these work, because children vary considerably on which kind
of cue they will rely on. One way to help children to realise what they read makes
sense is to ask the child who has just read aloud "Does that make sense?" If he or she
says yes, and it didn't, then read it the way the child read and repeat the question.
Normally, the child will immediately see why it didn't make sense. Then the teacher
reads it and then repeats the question or gives the child the choice to try it again or
ask another child to read it so that it makes sense. In doing this, the teacher should
not spend too much time on one student in trying to get to correct response, but keep
the lesson moving at a fast pace. This exercise in making sense will have to be a daily
routine because the sense of meaning can be acquired only through practice. When a
child says that something doesn't make sense and it is so, reward the child verbally.
The teacher's job is not to merely point out that something has been read wrongly and
to correct it or 'keep looking for other information which might be helpful in
correcting the miscue. Another way to train children to make sense is to read to them
a story in which some words have been deleted and the children have to supply these
words. Delete enough words to give everyone a chance, but no3 too many to destroy
the continuity of the story. Choose words for which enough cues exist in the sentence.
After $1, you want them to make correct guesses, not wrong ones. Read the story and
then stop at the chosen word until someone predicts a word that would make sense at
that point. Their response doesn't have to be the exact word in the text, just a word
that makes sense. Acknowledge the response with either "Yes, that makes sense", or
"No, that doesn't make sense" and read on. No explanations are needed. Write down
each sensible word on a 3" x 5" card and continue reading. When the story is finished
let the children read it aloud. This can be done on the same day or during the next
class. When a child read a line in which a word was substituted, reread the sentence
with the word given by the children. They can now compare the two versions. Write

down the original word on the back of the card with the child's word and then give it
to the child who said it correctly during your first reading. This is imply a reward for
making sense. Sometimes it may be useful to discuss another word that might also
make sense. These discussion are more appropriate with second and third standard
students. In considering responses from children do not always expect logical
explanations, but do take notice of the marvellous ways in which the little minds
work. In these exercises the main objective is to make the children aware that what
one reads should make sense. By doing this children will learn to become sensitive
to the primacy of meaning. Equally important will be their tendency to ask the
question "Does it make sense?" quite regularly to check their comprehension as they
read independently.
Check Your Progress
We have so far considered several ways to make children realise that what they read
should sound like language as well as make sense. Let us see how well you have
understood this section. Answer the following questions:
1. Why is it said that the activity of reading comprehension is a voluntary
action?
2. What are the assumptions made by the teacher who reads a text and gives the
simplified version of it to the students?
3. Why should we pay much attention to the instructional contexts while
teaching reading comprehension strategies?
4. How do exercises involving echoic reading and making sense differ
procedurally? In what ways do these supplement each other?
5. How do Reading Comprehension strategies differ from word identification
strategies?
1.4

READING FLUENCY THROUGH ORAL READING

Children are supposed to read fluently when they can read quite rapidly words in
groups in such a manner that the syntax, stress, juncture and punctuation of sentences
are preserved. On the other hand, children who are not able to coordinate grapheme
phoneme, syntactic and semantic cues during the reading of sentences in a text
continuously will falter and hesitate in their performance. There are many factors
which prevent fluent Reading Comprehension reading either orally or silently.
First, the readers may pay attention to the grapheme phoneme correspondence in each
word so much that they are unable to coordinate simultaneously the grapheme
syntactic and semantic information.
Second, they may misinterpret the cues within a word, phrase, and sentence or
between sentences and this may cause confusion to the readers. So they will read d
the words, change the incoming information to fit the miscues already made, leave
out some words and skip ahead to a new line, attempt word by word reading or
completely stop reading. Third, they may read sentences together or ignore

punctuation within sentences and thereby distort the intended meaning of the author.
Fourth, they may get the grapheme phoneme correspondences and the syntactic
information correctly, but still read slowly because the prior knowledge they bring to
the text may be inadequate to make sense of the text being read, thus causing too
many information gaps which may dis h fluent reading. Therefore, children can read
fluently when they begin to get out of slow word-by-word reading, and make use of
the available syntactic and semantic cues to derive meaning from a text. This usually
happens when readers are repeatedly exposed to reading or hear and read the same
material over and over again. Such repeated reading of the same material helps
children to shift their attention from grapheme phoneme cues to syntactic and
semantic cues. First of all, students must be fully aware that there is another way of
reading other than word-by-word. They should be given plenty of opportunities to
read silently and aloud as well as indulge in prediction of syntactic forms and
semantic information in the text that they are reading. Once they realise that reading
is an active, not a passive search for meaning, then they will give up word-byword
reading and feel the necessity for grouping words as well as making use of all
available sources of information to make sense out of what is read. Let us now look
at some specific activities and teaching methods that can be used to help children to
become fluent readers.
1.5

LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE STORY DICTATION

Before considering this exercise specifically, it will be helpful to know about the
general principles involved in the Language Experience Programme in the teaching
of reading. This programme is based on the idea that the child’s cognitive
development and language development through listening, speaking, reading and
writing activities which arise out of the children daily interests and experiences. The
children are encouraged to speak and their speech is converted into printed text as the
teacher writes their story and later they reconstruct that printed text immediately back
into speech as they read along with the teacher. The motivation for reading is very
high in such an exercise because children see their own words in print which have
implicit experiential meaning for them. Since the language experience story is
generated from the child’s language, its semantic context is simple, familiar and
meaningful. The syntactic patterns are the most frequently used by children. These
two factors make such stories easier for the reader to predict what will come next
when reading the printed version of the story. As a story is dictated by the teacher,
there is a good chance for the child to reread each line of the story. Once the complete
story is generated, the teacher reads it as the children follow along silently. Again
rereading occurs. Next the teacher and the children simultaneously read the text
together, or the children read each line immediately after the teacher has read it aloud.
By this time at least five readings of the story have occurred. Many children would
have memorized short dictation passages by this time. Finally any follow-up using it
for word identification in the text class, writing using words or related ideas from the
dictation passage & repeated reading that helps internalization of the syntactic and
semantic cues in the original dictation passage.

1.6

GROUP ORAL READING

In order that group reading should benefit the children, the teacher should read the
entire story aloud as the children simultaneously listen and follow along. The next
thing to do is to provide a number of alternatives for the children to reread the story
on their own or along with the teacher until it begins to sound like language for most
of them. Some of them are:
1. Use echoic reading
2. Pair children, who take turns reading sewed lines at a time. They should not
untempt the other child except for helping with an unfamiliar word.
3. Allow each child to read the entire story aloud using a marker. Now go around
and work briefly with each child who rereads one or more lines already read until
it sounds like language. Use the echoic techniques to show how the line should
be read.
4. Read the story page by page with the children. First read several lines, half a page
or several pages aloud while the children follow along silently. Then read it again
l and the children read it at the same time. Finally, the children as a group read
the same material aloud. The pace should be quite fast so that the entire story is
read at least one or two times without interruptions.
5. Children may be put in pairs and allowed to read one page, until it sounds like
language. Then each pair reads the page allotted to it and in this manner
reconstruct the entire story. The development of reading fluency is a major step
in the child’s ability to comprehend written material. By the end of standard one
the child should be able to coordinate grapheme phoneme, syntactic and semantic
cues fairly well in order to go beyond word by word reading. If this cannot be
done then that child will have comprehension problems. At times, the published
reading programmes for the primary level and the manner in which they are
implemented can cause much harm by making children view reading as merely
saying words. It is a pity that even children reading as merely saying words. It is
a pity that even children whose word identification level is very high, do not go
beyond word-by-word reading. Both these problems can be solved by providing
adequate opportunity for practice and rereading of texts. It must also be
remembered that helping children to read fluently only leads to but does not
guarantee further progress in getting meaning, during reading. Strengthening the
learners capacity for inference, and increased knowledge of the structure of the
text, will he!? The reader in comprehending written material.
Check Your Progress
Let us recapitulate what we have discussed regarding fluent oral reading.
Answer the following questions:
1. How does the thought of the writer get misunderstood by readers?
2. What is the advantage of reading repeatedly the same material?
3. Why is prediction considered to be an essential step in the acquisition of
reading skills?

1.7

CONSTRUCTING MEANING THROUGH PREDICTION

If a child begins to group words consistently, without resorting to word-byword
reading, then that child is already beginning to use prediction. Now, the teacher
should emphasize the accuracy of first predictions based on syntactic and semantic
cues rather than on combining word identification and context cues. They should be,
given longer texts now, so that they can pay attention to sentence level meaning. In
the following exercises, entire words will be deleted from each sentence in a passage
or longer selection in order to encourage children to gain confidence in predicting
many words without depending upon graph phoneme information. Besides drawing
the attention of the children to see that what they produce sounds like relating
semantic cues in such a manner as to preserve the general sense of the passage. The
teacher’s role in these exercises is to demonstrate how to predict, to help children to
predict and discuss the outcomes and to monitor the progress of the children
individually.
1.8 ZIP CLOZE METHOD
The ZIP Cloze method was developed by Blachowic and field tested with second
standard students. Blachowic reported that young children frequently experience a
complete loss of context somewhere in the middle of standard cloze passages which
delete every fifth or tenth word in a selection. These readers get frustrated and stop
reading, rather than reread previous sentences or go ahead to get further cues to the
meaning. This problem during silent reading occurs even in reading passages where
all the words are printed and among older readers too. Even good readers in the
second and third standards are usually reluctant to correct their oral reading errors
based on the cues which occur after the point of error. It is a common tendency among
young first standard students to use the context only up to the point of error. The ZIP
Cloze method supplies feedback in the construction of meaning to young readers
while introducing them to the process of prediction during silent reading. The teacher
take a story passage and makes an overhead transparency of it. The text lines should
be an inch apart to enable students to read the lines easily. Content and structure
words which are easily predicted are deleted by covering each word with strips of
masking tape. The lesson is projected on the screen and the teacher ask the children
to read the entire passage quickly to get a general idea of what is said in the passage.
This is briefly discussed. Then the children are directed as groups to reread orally or
silently the passage and predict each deletion one at a time. After the possibilities for
each deletion are predicted and discussed, the tape is pulled off (zipped) by the
teacher to give an immediate feedback from the text. In the beginning, only a few
words which are highly predictable are deleted. Later, every fifth or eighth word can
be deleted. In the ZIP procedure children get more and more opportunities to look
for features of redundancy which can help in their predictions. Once a lesson is
finished, the same transparencies can be used again with different words covered
with tape. In fact this Teaching Rear petition is desirable because children get to

understand the text better and the predict. Comprehension Strategies become
increasingly accurate. The final step is to give written copies of the text to children
in pairs or small groups who will prepare their own cloze texts for other pairs or b
groups to work out.
Content Word Maze and Synonym Cloze Methods
In these two methods children are introduced to predicting content words and selfcorrecting them using syntactic and semantic cues. The teacher should take care to
make the semantic context rich enough to the enable children to predict deleted
content words.
1.9

MAZE CLOZE PROCEDURE

In this exercise only nouns and verbs are deleted. Instead of just leaving a blank, three
choices are provided for each deletion. One choice is the right word, the second is
syntactically correct but semantically incorrect and the third is both syntactically and
semantically incorrect. This exercise is appropriate for the second standard. The
teacher should devise their own maze exercises based on the one given below: The
rich man's house had more than ten rooms the child circles or underlines the correct
word. It is important to note that only every tenth content word is deleted to reduce
the difficulty of prediction.
1.10

SYNONYM CLOZE PROCEDURE

In this exercise each deletion is provided a synonymous word or phrase as in the little
girl looked for her ( ) before going ( ) to play. It used to follow her outdoors .The
words kitten and outside have been deleted and shown by brackets. The children
cover the synonym given below the bracket as they read each line and predict. The
synonym is then used to verify the first prediction. The process of prediction here is
similar to independent reading where a child may correct it by substituting a synonym
for a content word that is difficult to be pronounced, because it sounds right and
makes sense with the entire sentence. This exercise can be used with the second and
third standard students.
1.11

STRUCTURE WORD CLOZE PROCEDURE

This exercise is appropriate in second and third standards. It deals with prediction of
all forms of structure words. In this exercise only every tenth structure word should
be deleted. No deletions are made in the first sentence. Begin with the second or third
sentence by deleting a structure word, If the next tenth word is not a structure word,
then delete the next available structure word. Leaving ten words between each
structure word, ensures that sufficient context is available to the young reader to make
the necessary prediction. It also provides for reading more than one sentence before
encountering a structure word. It encourages the children to make use of the sentence

surrounding the deleted word to find out what the omitted word might be. Each
choice should be discussed in the class. In this way the teacher can prompt children
to explore when it is desirable to reread or to go ahead for a few sentences before
reaching closure on deleted word. Individual practice can be arranged by giving
students to work on familiar passages stories in which every tenth structure word is
deleted. From 'time to time these passaged stories should be those which the students
have not seen before, in order to create challenges to the readers. The tenth structure
word cloze exercise might look like this: In far off India the mountains are high and
cool. Down below them stretches the hot, dry plain.
Here .................................... sun shines down with all its force. Few creatures come
out .................................... the shrubs, trees and bushes on the plain.
But................................... One of those days when the bright sun was
.................................... hot as it could be, a tiger carelessly walked
.................................... a trap. This exercise may be made easier by listing the correct
structure words below the passage. It should be noted that the first and last sentence
of a passage should not have any deletion. This may be made easier by listing the
correct structure words below the passage. It should be noted that the first and last
sentence of a passage should not have any deletion. This exercise can be made a little
more difficult (but certainly suitable to Standard Three pupils) by deleting every fifth
structure word. The difference between this exercise and the every tenth structure
word cloze exercise is that noun or verbs are deleted. This results in twice as many
deletions as in the previous exercise. Therefore it requires a higher level of
manipulation of strategies to complete an exercise successfully. It can be generally
noticed that the deletion of the fifth word coincides with the point at which a new
phrase or clause begins. So children who read consistently in phrases should not have
any difficulty in doing this exercise. In other words, this exercises focuses the
attention of the children on the need to group words at the phrase level. In all these
exercises, the most useful aspect is to have the children discuss reasons for their
responses. This would enable the teacher to find out how children process contextual
cues within and between sentences. So far we have discussed strategies for
constructing the meaning of a sentence and a passage through prediction. If these
exercises are to be useful both to the teacher and the learner the underlying principles
governing the exercises should be understood clearly. Otherwise, there is a tendency
to perform them perfunctorily, being satisfied with the fulfilment of the outward
structure of the exercises.
Check Your Progress
Let us try to clarify to ourselves what these exercises do in developing the reading
efficiency of the learners. Now answer these questions:
1. Ordinarily reading is understood as matter being given to us by someone else.
In such a case, where is the need for the reader’s prediction to be used as an
important strategy in reading?
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................

2. What is the structure of a cloze exercise? What is the significance of the
deletions?
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
3. What can you learn from analysing the results of a cloze exercise?
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
1.12

STRATEGIES FOR RECONSTRUCTING MEANING

Quite often learners in the primary classes produce misreading which change the
author's intended meaning or disturb the smooth process of deriving and predicting
meaning. It is also likely that young readers lose the thread of meaning for other
reasons. Sometimes the syntax of the sentence is complicated and readers have to
transform it to an equivalent way of saying the same thing. On other occasions they
lose are confused whether the pronouns in a sentence refer to the actor or action in
the same sentence or some other sentence. During such moments the young readers
must have strategies to reconstruct the confusing information so that it makes sense
in the total context. The following activities will help the younger reader to become
familiar with how to reconstruct meaning within a sentence as well as in a passage.
1.13

SENTENCE PARAPHRASE EXERCISE

When a reader paraphrases what has been read, then he or she says what the author
has said using different words. The ability to paraphrase is the ability to see the
equivalence of two statements. When a child makes judgement regarding whether
two sentences are equivalent or not, then the child demonstrates his or her ability to
paraphrase. Paraphrasing does not require prediction, but only a transformation of
the linguistic and semantic units. To help children in Standard Three become familiar
with the forms of syntactically equivalent statements, exercises such as the following
could be given:
Read the underlined sentence. Circle the sentence below it which has the same
meaning. (1) Vijaya bought a bag a) A bag was bought by Vijaya b) Vijaya was
bought by a bag c) A bag bought Vijaya (2) In order to catch the bus. Raghu ran fast
a) Raghu ran fast, He just caught the bus. b) Before he ran fast, Raghu caught the bus.
c) Raghu ran fast but caught the bus. In this exercises, the meaning of the phrase "in
order" is tested.
Reading Comprehension
(3)
Rajini washed the glass before pouring in milk into it a) Rajini poured milk
into the glass and then washed it. b) Rajini washed the glass and poured the milk. c)
After pouring the milk, Rajini washed the glass. Here the time denoted by "before"
is tested.

(4)
Hamsa put the book on the table. a) Hamsa put the book by the table. b)
Hamsa put the book upon the table. c) While on the table Hamsa put the book down.
Here the directionality indicated by "on" is tested.
(5)
This is a cloze exercise which deletes only pronouns because much of the
referential redundancy in any passage is carried by pronouns. The day was windy. It
blew and blew. The man selling kites knew it was good for flying them. The children
also knew would fly very high on days like this one. So, bought two kites. Each took
turns flying m. By Standard Two, children should learn to accurately interpret the
referential function of a pronoun and predict the referents in the passage. This type
of Referential Cloze exercise can be presented in two ways. First, words for the
referents may be listed in a random manner and numbered at the end of the passage.
Children are asked to write the number below each pronoun for the word, it refers to.
The second method is to list two choices for the underlined pronoun directly below
it. In using the multiple choice format for the Referential Cloze exercise, the teacher
should read aloud the sentence and the choices. Then both teacher and children select
the best referent for each pronoun together. When the children become accustomed
to the format, then they can work in pairs without teacher direction. Self scoring
answer keys for immediate feedback should be provided to the children. The day was
windy it blew and blew (the kites, the wind). The man selling the kites knew was
good for (the man, the day) flying them. The children also know it was perfect (the
children, the kites) for flying them. (The kites, the man) The paraphrase exercises
help children to transform an author’s statement into their own language, to confirm
an author's intended meaning or to know what the author meant. Referential Cloze
exercises introduce children to the functions of amphora. Anaphora is the use of a
word as a regular grammatical substitute for a preceding word or group of words.
The guidance given in working out anaphoric references helps children during their
silent reading in reconstructing who is doing what, what is happening or what things
are being referred to. These exercises should be based on material in which the
children can read almost all the words. Stories which have already been read and
language experience stories serve this - purpose very well.
Check Your Progress
In this section we have seen how we can make young readers active participants in
getting meaning from a text. Let us see how a reader is benefitted through these
exercise:
1. What are the cognitive and linguistic activities performed by the children when
they are asked to work out the multiple choices in paraphrasing sentences?
2. How does keeping track of the anaphoric references help the reader to
understand the meaning of the passage correctly and quickly?
3. How these activities prove that reading a text is not just a physical activity of
sounding out the words but; the process of working out the meaning conveyed
by the passage?
1.14

DRAWING INFERENCES

Comprehension Strategies
The ability to recall and to draw inferences is the distinguishing feature of the human
beings. While the preceding exercises prepared the children to use "Context" while
they are reading, these exercises will prepare them to become familiar with formal
thinking operations such as to compare, contrast and infer. If we could help children
to combine their knowledge of the everyday world with the specific content and
events stated in the text, then we would be giving them a strategy to organize and
infer meaning from a text. The children should be taught when to make use of their
knowledge of the world and then to rely solely on the information given in the text
in order to draw inferences in p. inspiring questions about a story. Let us consider an
example Rafiq had a brown little lamb as his pet. He called him Dusty. Dusty was a
clever lamb. Dusty learned to obey Rafiq’s commands. Rafiq had taught Dusty a few
tricks too. Dusty followed Rafiq wherever he went. One day Rafiq went to Modem
Stores to buy some chocolates. Dusty was by his side. Mr. Ranjith, the owner of the
stores was not happy to see Dusty enter the store. "Buy your chocolates and take that
troublemaker out of here quickly" said Mr. Ranjith. Dusty was very quiet. It was
difficult for Rafiq to choose the chocolates. All the chocolates looked wonderful. Then it happened. A train whistled as it went past the town. Dusty began to run all
around the store. He butted into pans and pails hanging on one side of the store. He
knocked down jars and boxes. He countered and knocked the groceries all over the
floor. Mr. Ranjith something had to be done. He picked up a broom and tried to chase
Dusty out of the store. Just then Raliq's uncle Abdullah came into the store. He saw
at once what was happening. As Dust leapt over the counter uncle Abdullah caught
him. The wild chase was over. On this story the following questions - inferential can
be asked.
(LQ) 1. What did Rafiq buy?
(LQ) 2. Why did Dusty begin to run wildly?
(TQ) 3. Why did Mr. Ranjith decide something should be done?
(IQ) 4. What did Mr. Ranjith pick up?
(LQ) 5. Why did uncle Abdullah conie into the store?
But the two literal inferential questions really don't help the children to answer the
three inferential questions. You should avoid asking literal questions unless they lead
to information needed to answer inferential questions. This caution is very important.
The questions you ask the students to answer, following the reading of a story,
represent the method of how to interact with and react to stories. Linking literal
questions together so that the answers can be used to draw inferences will help
children to develop interesting ways of thinking about what they read. But asking a
number of unrelated literal questions as an end in themselves can give the wrong
signal to the children that understanding stories means just remembering a set of facts
.Now for a quick task. Using the criterion given in the above paragraph to find out
why questions 1 and 4 (literal questions) arc not helpful in answering the other
inferential questions? Next, what is the knowledge required to answer the inferential
questions? Of the three inferential questions why does question 5 was vague and
difficult? Having examined and evaluated the questions given, rewrite the exercise

with literal questions useful in answering the inferential questions appropriate to the
story.
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USING DIVERGENT QUESTIONS

Divergent questions require the children to imagine, using the information given in
the text, to predict what might happen or reconstruct how something might have
happened. To do this the children will have to make use of their knowledge of own
experience. For example we can change the questions "Why did uncle Abdullah come
into the store?" into a divergent question by saying "Supposing you were Rafiq's
uncle and had left Rafiq and his lamb at the store to go next door to buy a magazine,
what would you have thought was going on in the store? In this question the readers
are given an' additional text to be processed with their prior knowledge of how an
uncle might be prompted to enter a store under the specified circumstances. Usually
a "Why" question is confusing and does not indicate the requirements for a correct
response. For example the question "Why did uncle Abdullah enter the store?" can
start off a number of possibilities such as "Does the answer require knowledge of
information stated in this story?" or Is there more than one acceptable answer? or is
the reader to give his or her opinion? Although most common form of questioning is
through the "Why" question, this does not help children to know about what kind of
thinking or response is expected from them. Teaching Reading comprehension
Strategies We should consider this activity a little more seriously. Since we are
always using the question form in our communication with others, we do not pay
much attention to the way questions caught to be framed. A well-formed question
will specify the response requirements for answering the question. Quite often young
readers do not understand the language of the questions. Therefore, the teacher will
have to help them to understand the questions. It is true that even young children have
a good deal of world knowledge, know a lot about how things happen in the world
and can imagine various situations within the limits of their experience. But they will
not readily do these things if the teacher does not tell them the difference between
the requirements of a literal question and those of divergent questions. To do this, the
teacher will have to form questions specifically and link them up to draw out the
desired responses. Young children can profit from being trained to realise that,
understanding literal questions requires them to use the information in the story; to
arrive at the correct response, inferential and divergent questions require them to use
their personal knowledge of the world along with information given in the story and
that divergent questions and those requiring an opinion have no one right answer.
Young readers should not be subjected to answering an endless string or literal
questions. They should be frequently asked to imagine new situations as well as give
their opinions. These tasks will give great satisfaction to young children who are
naturally inclined and quite open in their preferences. Lack of opportunities for using
their knowledge and experience of the world in analysing situations given in the
passage, will ignore the possibilities of meaning and attend only to the literal meaning
or wail for the teacher to work out the answer.

1.16

OPINION ELICITING QUESTIONS

Questions which require children to give their opinion tell them that their point of
view is important and worth consideration. These also indicate how children are
using their knowledge or the world. At the same time such questions indicate how
the points of view by others are also important to listen to and to understand. Opinions
cannot be judged to be right or wrong. They can be judged as more or less relevant
to the situation being discussed. Opinion eliciting questions are different from
divergent questions. While eliciting questions require world knowledge that is
relevant to the 'topic, children to reconstruct how a character might feel by imagining
themselves to be that character. These divergent questions challenge children to
predict will happen in the story. All these responses reveal the inferences drawn by
the child) using the information and his or her knowledge of the world.
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DRTA METHOD OF QUESTIONING

In 1969 Russell Stauffer developed a method of questioning which can be used to
teach I young children strategies for combining script and literal knowledge. This
method is known as a directed reading-thinking activity (DRTA). By using this
method of questioning the children will be trained to predict and reconstruct the
relationships between the setting, the story episodes and the goals or actions of the
main characters. It will also help them to predict what a story will be about, predict
what will happen after each episode, learn to select important information needed to
revise or reject previous predictions and develop sufficient knowledge of how stories
are commonly structured. The teachers role is to act mainly as a facilitator for
thinking about a story rather than as a controller who decided on specific questions
to direct the children’s thinking. This role of the facilitator can best be carried out by
asking such questions as : Reading Comprehension
1. What do you think a story like this might be about?
2. What do you think now? What makes you think that?
3. What do you think will happen next?
At the, elementary level the DRTA method can be adopted by first allowing the
students to ken to a story rather than read it silently. The advantages of this procedure
are:
1.
It allows children to concentrate on the meaning of the story than on decoding
words;
2.
It removes the slow rate at which. The lesson would have to progress, because
of the variations in reading within a group;
3.
It enables teachers to select interesting stories and not be bound by the
selections in prescribed texts. The story selected should be short and should be
easily divided into two or three natural divisions. By being exposed to several
such stories the children would learn the function of a story setting and plot.
Children need not have to be told about these functions, but are allowed to
discover them from their experience of processing these stories and in turn they

become familiar with the strategies for reconstructing or re-enacting the story
with puppets. The teacher begins the lesson by distributing to the children 3" x
10" strips of Paper or Cardboard on which the little of the story has been
written. Then the teacher says, "I am going to read the title again. Now close
your eyes and listen to the title as I read it. Think of all the things that come to
your mind as you listen to the words in the title.'' The teacher reads the title
with the appropriate expression and then quickly calls on the children to say
the words they associate with the title. This is a spontaneous brainstorming of
free associations with the title from all children. The teacher reviews everything
mentioned by the children. The second step is to show the book cover of first
with a picture on it and then asks the children to guess what the story might be,
based on the picture and the title. Teacher appreciates all the suggestions made
by children.
PASSAGE
Read the beginning and see if our guesses were correct or whether it is about
something else. The third step is to read the final part of the story that describes the
setting, introduces the main characters, states or implies the main problem of the
story. Generally children's stories do not involve a problem but specify the topic
around which the story is built (during winter, what one does when sick, going to
another region and so on). After reading the section the teacher repeats the guesses
made by the children and says, "Is this story about what we thought it might by
about?" This question just requires a "Yes or No" answer. If the answer is "No", then
the teacher asks, "What do you now think the story is about?" On the other hand, if
the answer is "Yes", the teacher reinforces the good guesses and explains why the
guesses were correct. The fourth step is to say, "What do you think will happen next
in the story?" If the story has just one part, the teacher reads the story and then invites
the children to explain what was different about what happened when compared to
what they thought would happen. If the story has two parts then the teacher reads the
first part and asks "What do you think will happen now?" In a story with just two
parts, the children will have to depend mainly on their world knowledge to predict
the ending. But when the story has more than two parts, they have a chance to
combine the clues from the story with their prior knowledge of the world from their
experience and other stories they have read or heard. So, before reading the third part
the teacher asks the children either to explain their predictions or react to each
Teaching Reading other's predictions. That is done by asking children who have
given reasonable prediction - Comprehension Sections to explain why they think so.
The teacher also tells the children who have gone off the mark in their prediction.
"Rajini what do you think about what Priya said?" It is during this part of the method
that children come to realise that they should have reasons for their predictions and
that the best reasons for their predictions combine information in the story and
knowledge from one's own experiences. This is learned naturally. There is no need
for the teacher to explain that they should have reasons. The children learn about this
from each other and from what happens in the story. In the second and third standards
the same DRTA method is used, but the better students are allowed to read the story
silently for themselves. While allowing silent reading, the teacher tells the children

what pages to read as they move to the section of the text which has been divided by
the teacher, Teachers ought to be very careful in their selection of materials for using
DRTA method. The passages have to be interesting and should involve the readers
personally. In the third standard the teacher can increase the time allotted for
discussions of predictions about the events in the story. But the teacher should not
force predictions or explanations from children.
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TRADE-OFF METHOD OF QUESTIONING

Another method for helping children to use the literal information is called the Tradeoff I method. This is used with second and third standard children. They are asked to
generate literal questions on a story, to be answered by the teacher. The emphasis
here is to train how to write literal questions and to organize such questions to
generate inferences, opinions and divergent thinking. First, the children are asked to
read a story silently and then to write questions which when answered by the teacher
will deal with the setting of the story, the major characters I and the most important
events. The children can work in pairs using a question sheet labelled “Setting".
''Major Characters". "Important Events". Each pair can write say, four questions.
Then they bring them to the reading group and the teacher writes each question on
the Blackboard as it is asked and answers it to the satisfaction of the team. After each
pair has had a turn, the teachers does a tradeoff i.e., the teacher asks a divergent I
question , a comparison or contrast question, an opinion question which can be
answered on the basis of the answers to the children questions. In this case, the
teacher may or may not ask the children to react to each other’s responses.
This method involves the children in selectively choosing literal information and then
seeing how it can be used. It makes the children aware of the Literal information
which can be used in divergent thinking. It teaches them to realise that some literal
information is much more important than others. It sets the scene for a fruitful and
stimulating I discussion of the story. The children can be taught the information of
literal questions by showing how these begin with who, what, when, where, wh ich
and sometimes why. But most importantly they have to be told that literal question s
are to be answered solely on the basis of the information provided in the story. This
can be done by c onsidering the "wh" questions which can or cannot be answered
from the information on a single page of a story.
1.19

PREVIEW METHOD

Teachers can use previewing questions to help students to activate and use their
knowledge of the world through personal experiences so that they can draw
inferences as they read. Through preview discussions of the major topics or events to
be read, the teacher helps to establish what is already known with a view to using it
with what is new in the text. These questions are aimed a1 changing the quality of
cognitive activity which children use spontaneously during reading or after reading.

Reading Comprehension
First, the teacher selects three main topics, events or episodes central to
understanding the story to be read. The teacher prepares a question about each main
aspect of the story which may be related to the experiences of the children. Next,
each main aspect of the story is introduced. The children are required to imagine an
experience similar to their own that might happen in the story. If there is a story in
which a little girl gets lost in the woods, then torch teacher might ask: "In the story
we are going to read about a little girl who gets lost. Have you ever been somewhere,
for at least a short period, where you felt lost?" The children respond orally and then
write down their experiences .Now the teacher asks them to predict what might
happen to the little girl based on their own experiences. Various predictions are
discussed and later written down. After treating each of the three major aspects of the
story in this way, the children are allowed to read the story for themselves. The
follow-up discussion should focus attention on what was predicted and what really
happens in the story.
Check Your Progress
Let us find out how we have grasped the underlying principles in this description by
answering these questions.
1. How do these exercises differ for others?
2. What does the student learn when he/she has to frame questions?
3. Compare the teacher as a director of children's thinking with the teacher as a
facilitator of children thinking?
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LET US SUM UP

In this unit we have discussed the different aspects of teaching reading
comprehension to primary school students. We have suggested the kind of materials
that must be selected so as to make the reading exercise interesting and meaningful
for our students. We have also outlined how the echoic method can be a useful
strategy in teaching reading. In addition, we have seen how oral reading exercises
promote fluency.
We have also suggested some exercises using the Cloze Method to help you to
develop the prediction skills of your students. Prediction. As we know, is a valuable
skill in constructing meaning and finally, we detailed some strategies for
reconstructing meaning. This unit then, is a useful resource for you which you may
like to adopt and adapt according to the specific needs of our students.
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2.0

OBJECTIVE

In this unit you will
 Learn about another important secretarial function, précis writing, which
involves an exercise
 Learn about comprehension and condensation of an article, speech or
correspondence.
 Learn the basics of grammar and composition.
2.1

INTRODUCTION

After studying this unit, you should be able to: explain the meaning of the term
'précis' outline the characteristics of a good précis identify the problems in writing a
précis describe the method of writing a précis write a précis for a given passage.
2.2

WHAT IS A PRECIS?

'Précis' is a French word derived from "the Latin word 'Praecissus', past participle of
'Praecidert:' which means to cut off, to be 'brief, and is connected with the English
word 'Précis'.
A précis is a summary or the gist of the main ideas of written matter. Thus, précis
writing means summarising. It is an exercise in concentration, comprehension and
condensation. In order to make a summary of an article, a speech or a story, one has
to read it carefully and grasp its meaning. Précis-writing forces one to concentrate on
the material which is to be summarised.
In summarising a passage, though the length of the summary is not fixed, it is
generally expected that the summary would be one third the length of the passage.
The summary is known as précises and précis writing means summarising. It involves

preparing a statement concisely so as to convey the essential Ideas contained in a
longer passage or article. In other words, précis is the gist or substance of a lengthy
passage. A précis is not a paraphrase. At the same time, the essential points of the
main passage must be presented in the precise in such a manner that the reader may
easily grasp the main ideas of the passage.
2.3

WHY PRECIS?

The primary object of précis writing is to present facts and information to spend time
reading unnecessary details. The necessity of speedily reading documents mainly
arises in business firms and government departments besides other fields of activity.
Lawyers, journalists, students, and secretaries of business executives need to apply
the art of précis writing regularly in their day to day activities. Lawyers have to
summarise the main points of t heir cases, editors and reporters have to summarise
news and speeches; students have to make notes from lectures and textbooks. The
importance of précis writing in business lies in the economical way of recording and
presenting lengthy documents in compressed form.
Busy executives and managers in large organisations can get in the précis all the
essential points and thus can avoid the time-consuming process of going through long
correspondence, reports, etc. An important duty of the secretary of every organisation
is to prepare the précis of business documents including letters, reports and minutes
of meetings.
2.4

CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD PRECIS

The characteristics of a good précis may be outlined as follows:
1) A good précis is not merely a list of the main ideas of a passage. The ideas are
to be organised and expressed in a logical sequence so that the précis reads like
an original piece of composition.
2) A good précis should contain all the essential ideas in the original passage,
omitting non-essential detail, examples, etc. The ideas should be, as far as
possible, in the same order as in the original. We should remember that in a
précis one should not add anything that the original passage does not contain.
There is no need to comment on the original matter either.
3) The language of précis should be clear, brief and précis, maintaining at the same
time the style and spirit of the original.
4) A précis should be written in indirect speech.
5) A good précis should, as far as possible, be in the writer's own words.
6) It should not exceed or fall short of the length prescribed by too large a margin.
Usually, the limit set for a précis is one third in length of the original.

Check Your Progress
1) Define the term 'Précis'?
2) Write the importance of writing a précis?
3) List four characteristics of a good précis writing?
2.5

METHOD OF WRITING A PRECIS

To write a good précis of a passage one needs to practice a lot. The major steps to be
followed while writing a précis are:
1) First of all, one should read the passage two or three times carefully to
understand its general theme. In short, comprehension of the passage is the first
step in précis writing.
2) Secondly, it is necessary to write down the main points of the passage by picking
out the essential ideas and leaving out the unimportant details. At this stage,
compression or condensation of the passage takes place. Repetitions,
illustrations md examples can be eliminated. Sentences and clauses may also be
compressed into shorter by using, for instance, a word for a phrase, a phrase for
a clause and so on. In compressing a passage, selection, rejection and
generalisation are often useful. The words and sentences of the original passage
should be avoided to the extent possible. But one has to make sure that the
sentences are linked up properly to show the interrelationship of the ideas in the
passage. While being a summary of the original, the précis should be a piece of
self-contained readable and continuous whole.
3) Next, write down a preliminary or a rough draft, keeping mind the length of the
précis.
4) If it is necessary to provide a title to the summary, a short title may be given
which will express the ideas in the passage.
5) While making the final draft, one should make sure that all the main points are
included in the précis. One should also check whether the précis reads well and
is within the length prescribed. Give it a suitable heading.
If one is able to write a good précis, it is an indication of his or her ability to think
clearly and to distinguish what is important and what is not.
2.6

PROBLEMS IN WRITING A PRECIS

In writing a précis, one usually faces the following problems.

Accuracy: The first problem in writing a précis is to get the facts straight. One should
not make any statement without the support of facts. It is important to go through the
précis carefully to make sure that whatever is stated is factually correct.
Using Own Words: The second problem is the difficulty using one's own words in
the précis to convey ideas given in the original passage. The best way to overcome
the problem is to read the passage carefully at least three to four times, and then
writing the précis without looking at the original. In this way, one may be able to use
one's own words, without the temptation of borrowing directly from the original.
However. If some words and phrases have been used from the original from source,
the same may be underlined. At the time of revision, own words may be used in place
of the underlined words. If it is impossible to change some words, one may retain
them from the passage.
Selecting Details: The third problem is deciding on the details to be included from
pieces. One should try to pick out only those details that are important. For example
two people may go to a restaurant and order many dishes and engage in lengthy
conversation. The précis covering the above sentence, you do not need to mention
each item of food and drink. Lf one of the character gets drunk, however it may he
noted that the person were under the influence of liquor. Similarly, one need not
report the entire conversation; only the relevant part and important points need to be
recorded. Certain things are more important than others, and one must choose details
according to the scale of importance.
Avoiding Conclusions: Since a précis is a factual summary of a passage, one should
avoid drawing conclusions based on one's own interpretation of the facts. Personal
opinion has no place in a précis, so it is better to stick to derails.
Avoiding Short Sentences: Although one may concentrate on essentials in the
précis, short and choppy sentences should be avoided. Here is an example: Mary is
beginning to walk to the Church. She is old but cheerful. She walks with a cane. She
has walked this way many times. Here there are four sentences, all very short and
beginning with the subject followed immediately by the verb. Sentences like these
are jerky in style. A revision of such a Passage should reduce the number of sentences
but keep the same details as in the following:
Mary begins her familiar walk from her home to the Church. She is an old woman
who needs a cane for support, but she is cheerful.
Check Your Progress
1) Write three problems faced in writing a précis?
2) State whether the following statements are true or false.
I. A précis is an exercise in concentration, comprehension and condensation. ii.
Comprehension of the passage of the original are to be retained in the précis.

iii.
v.
vi.
vii.

2.7

The words and sentences of the original are to be retained in the précis. iv.
A précis need not contain all the essential ideas in the original.
A précis should be written in direct speech.
The title of the précis should be short and express the theme of the subject.
You cannot write a good précis unless you have carefully studied and
understood the material you want to summarise.
SOME ILLUSTRATIONS

In earlier sections of this unit, you have learnt the meaning of précis its characteristic,
the problems involved in writing a précis and the method of writing a précis. Now
you are in a position to write a précis of any given passage. Let us do some exercises.
Exercise 2
PASSAGE

26
27

The passage given below describes the Industrial Revolution of Europe and the
improved conditions of the working class. It consists of 292 words. Let us write a
précis of about 100 words and suggest a title: First, read the passage carefully.
In early civilisations, most communities were sharply divided into two classes, Précis
Writing those who laboured and those who did not. The small number of rulers kings, priests, military leaders - lived in great comfort, and did very little work. The
vast majority of the population enjoyed very few comforts, did lot of work, and had
scarcely any political power. In some societies, there was an even more wretched
class, the slaves, who had no rights at all.
The Industrial Revolution of Europe led to the production of vast quantities of goods,
and workers began to be dissatisfied with their poverty. The factory owners needed
skilled workers, and gradually they realised that they must show goodwill to their
workforce, in order to stay in business. As in many other reforms, some enlightened
slowly spread that workers were entitled to some consideration. Since men were free
to work for any master they chose, good master soon had the pick of the workers and
old-fashioned employers found themselves with a factory full of lower-grade
workforce. Such a situation soon led to an all-round improvement in standards, and
good employers tried to raise working conditions still higher. These improvements
were speeded up by the increased organisation of workers in Trade Union
movements, particularly in low-standard factories, where the owner often had to deal
with strike action by dissatisfied workers.
Now that the working classes are getting better and better working conditions, the
need to strike has lessened considerably; and employers and workers alike have come
to realise that they depend on each other for their livelihood. (292 words) As
discussed earlier, you are now required to read the passage two or three times
carefully.

After reading the passage, the main points are to be listed. Will you now you to note
down them in points of the passage in the space given below?
We think that the points you develop would be similar to the following points.
Compare the points you listed with the points given below.
Main Points
1. Working classes enjoy better living conditions in the present century.
2. In earlier civilisations there was a big gap between the conditions of kings,
etc. and those of the masses.
3. The effect of the industrial Revolution on the lot of the working classes is
significant.
4. The starting of the Trade Unions.
With the help of the points given below, can attempt the rough draft of the précis. An
important feature of this century is the improvement in the living conditions of the
working classes, in the form of more power, wealth, leisure and security. At one time,
kings, leaders, priests, etc., lived in comfort doing little or no work while the majority
did all the work and enjoyed few comforts and rights. In some countries there were
slaves who had no rights at all. During the Industrial Revolution of Europe,
production increased and workers started feeling dissatisfied.
Employers were induced to improve working conditions so as to improve production.
Some even felt workers had a right to better conditions. Reports and Précis Writing
Employers selected the best workers. This led to competition and improvement of
working conditions. Soon Trade Unions were organised to fight for 'rights' of workers
or even to start strikes. Now employers and employees have come to, realise their
mutual dependence and strikes are disappearing. (148 words)
There are 148 words in the passage above. It is necessary for us to reduce the number
to about 100 words so that it would be one third of the original passage. We shall,
therefore, reduce the passage further to make it a précis of about 100 words. Read the
passage given below and note how we have condensed almost all the sentences to
make it a good précis -within 100 words.
Final Draft.
An important feature of this century is the improvement of the lot of the workers. In
earlier civilisations, kings, priests, etc., lived comfortably doing little, while the
majority worked hard with few comforts and rights. Some societies had slaves too.
During the Industrial Revolution, production increased and workers started feeling
dissatisfied. Clever employers attracted the best workers by offering better conditions
and thus led to improvement in production. Some employers thought that workers

had a right to better conditions. Soon Trade unions were organised to fight for
workers’ rights with strikes, if necessary. Now, there is increasing realisation of the
mutual dependence of employers and their workers. (107 words)
The title we may suggest is: Industrial Revolution and The Working Class
Exercise 2
Let us take up another passage and attempt writing a précis in about 85 words and
also suggest a title. This passage is on advertising. Let us read the passage.
The chief object of the repetitive form of advertisement is to help people to remember
the product. The general principle is similar to that followed by Bajaj Automotive
Ltd: "You just can't beat a Bajaj". The repetition of a phrase, the inclusion of a trade
name or a trade mark in every advertisement; is intended to impress upon the mind
of the reader, listener that name or phase or picture. The response sought by the
advertiser is achieved when a customer enters a shop for, say, toothpaste. To the
shop-keeper's question, of particular brand, please?, the customer gives the reply that
is in his mind, not necessarily because he has arrived at a decision by any process of
reasoning, nor because some strong feeling has been aroused for some particular
brand, but simply because he has repeatedly seen the name, it is associated in his
mind with the idea of a good toothpaste. Some trade names become so common that
they displace the true name of the commodity itself, such as 'Vaseline', the wellknown trade name for 'petroleum jelly'. Advertisements which have relied on
repetition have, in the past, proved very powerful, but with the increased variety of
proprietary articles and products intended for the same purpose, this kind of
advertising is losing some of its value because of the confusion of names that arise
in a customer's mind when he wishes to buy, say, cigarettes, tobacco, soap,
chocolates, tea and other goods which are widely used. (248 words)
Now prepare a brief outline of the main points as we have done in the earlier exercise.
Main Points
1) Simplest form of advertising is repetition; it helps people to remember.
2) A phrase or made name or made mark is used repeatedly to make an impression.
3) Customer asks for product, name of which is impressed on her/his mind.
4) Repetition advertising is becoming less effective now.
You can now make an attempt to write the final version of the précis and compare
the same with the one given below.
The use of repetition is the simplest form of advertising. In advertisements, repeated
use of a particular phrase or trade-mark aims to make such an impression on the
customer that he will tend to buy that product. Indeed, some trade-names, 'Vaseline'
for example, have become so well known that they are used instead of the real name

of the products. Owing to the large number of consumer articles and products now in
the market, advertising by repetition is less effective than it was the past. (87 words)
The title may be suggested as below: Advertising by Repetition
PASSAGE
Write a précis of the following passage in not more than 160 words and suggest a
title for it. Before writing the final version of the précis, note down the main points
of the passage.
In the last half of the nineteenth century 'capital' and 'labour' were enlarging and
perfecting their rival organisations on modern lines. Many an old family was replaced
by a limited liability company with salaries managers. The change met the
technological requirements of the new age by engaging a large professional element;
and prevented the decline in efficiency that marred the fortunes of family firms in the
second and third generation after the energetic founder. It was, moreover, a step away
from individual initiative, towards collectivism and municipal and stage-managed
business. The railway companies. Though still private concerns managed for the
benefit of shareholders, were very unlike old .I family businesses. They existed by
reasons of Acts of Parliament, that conferred on them power and privileges in return
for state control. At the same time the great municipalities went into business to
supply lighting, trams and other services to the rate payers. The growth of the Limited
Liability Company and municipal trading had important consequences. Such large,
impersonal manipulation of capital and industry greatly increased the number and
importance shareholders as a class, an element in the national life representing
irresponsible wealth detached from the land and the duties of the land-owner; and
almost equally detached from the responsible management of business. All through
the nineteenth century, America, Africa, India, Australia and parts of Europe were
thus being developed largely by British capital, and British shareholders were thus
being enriched by the world's movement towards industrial is done. Towns like
Bournemouth and Eastbourne sprang up to house large 'comfortable' classes who had
retired on their incomes, and who had no relation to the rest of the community except
that of drawing dividends and occasionally attending a shareholders' meeting to bully
the management. On the other hand, "shareholding" meant leisure and freedom which
was used by many of the Victorians for the highest purposes of a great civilisation.
The "shareholder" as such had no knowledge of the lives, thoughts or needs of the
workmen employed by the company in which he held shares, and his influence on
the relations of capital and labour was not good: he paid manager acting for the
company was in more direct relation with the men and their demands, but even he
had seldom that familiar personal knowledge of the workmen which the employer
had often had under the more patriarchal system of the old family business. Indeed
the mere size of operations and the numbers of workmen involved rendered such
personal relations impossible. Fortunately, however, the increasing power and
organisation of the trade unions, at least all skilled trades, enabled the workmen to

meet on more equal terms with the managers of the companies who employed them.
The harsh discipline of the strike and lockout taught the two parties to respect each
other's strength and understand the value of fair negotiation (478 Précis Writing
words).
KEY TERMS
Cohesion: A piece of text in which idea fit well together to form a unified whole.
Comprehension: An exercise in language teaching to find out how well you
understand a piece of spoken and written language.
Condensation: To make something shorter.
Diffuse: A text that is vague and difficult to understand or explain.
Gist: The general meaning or the most important points of a long piece of writing.
The main points of the passage are:
1) In the second half of the 19th century, industry in Britain was reorganised on a
larger and more impersonal basis:
- family became limited liability companies; and
-municipalities went into business
2) The class of shareholders
- became numerous and more important; and
- Investment without having any responsibility.
3) Labour relations declined because of the:
- the shareholder's irresponsibility;
- The shareholder's ignorance of the conditions of the working class; and - title
impersonality of large companies.
-The developing status of the trade unions enabled work people to resist
management.
-The resulting disputes led to mutual respect and a desire for fair negotiation.
4) Industrial relations took on a new pattern.
The following is an acceptable version of the précis:
Between 1850 and 1900 British industry became organised on a larger scale and so
became impersonal. Old family gave place to limited liability companies, and
municipalities became large-scale employers to provide services for the ratepayers.
These developments led to a growth in the number-and significance of shareholders,
who with little effort, gained great wealth from Britain's world-wide trade and
investment and had little or no responsibility for the way that the wealth was gained
The shareholders irresponsibility, their ignorance of how the poor lived, and the size
of the companies which inhibited relations, led to ill-feeling between capital and
labour. However, the growing influence and discipline of the trade unions enabled
the work people to resist unfair management. Strikes and lockouts taught the two

sides to respect each other and to negotiate on a fair basis. In this way industrial
relations moved from the paternalism of the family business to the organisational
pattern of today. (1 55 words)
The title we may suggest is: New Pattern of Industrial Relations
TERMINAL QUESTIONS1) State the characteristics of a good précis?
2) Discuss the various steps in writing a précis.
3) What are the problems you face in writing a précis?
The following passage in about 115 words. Your version should avoid as far as
possible the words and phrases of the original. State the number of words you have
used and suggest a title.
PASSAGE-1
For centuries scientists have viewed the Earth and its environmental systems as a sort
of mechanical machine, driven by physical forces like volcanoes, rock weathering
and the water cycle. It was clear that organic activities played an important role in
some environmental systems, such as the biogeochemical cycles. However, until
quite recently biological factors were seen as secondary to physical and chemical
ones.
A revolutionary new theory was put forward by James Lovelock in 1970s. He called
it the Gaia hypothesis, after the Greek Earth goddess. The theory was revolutionary
because it treated the Earth as a single living organism, in which the biological,
chemical and physical factors played important roles. Lovelock argued that the
Earth‘s living and non-living systems form an inseparable whole, regulated and kept
adapted for life by living organisms themselves. He sees Gaia as a complex entity
involving the Earth‘s biosphere, atmosphere, oceans and soil and constituting a
feedback system which seeks an optimal physical and chemical environment for life
on this planet. However, Lovelock regarded the biosphere as a ―single organism‖
(called a super organism by some scientists).
Looking closely at plants and animals in the biosphere, naturalists observed groups
of plants and animals in the biosphere arranged in an orderly manner. Two concepts
emerged from their observations which led to the use of the term “ecosystem” to
describe the complex interactions between living organisms and their non-living
surroundings.
The first concept was that plants and animals formed a natural association, each with
distinctive members. Just like morphological data allowed systematics to assign
species to a hierarchy of taxonomic groups, detailed studies of the ecological
distributions of plants led to the classification of biological communities.
The second concept was the realization that organisms are linked, both directly and
indirectly by means of their feeding relationships. Arising from these, the concept of

the ecosystem was formulated. A system is a collection of interdependent parts that
function as a unit and involve inputs and outputs. An ecosystem represents the sum
of all natural organisms and the non-living life supporting substances within an area.
It was considered as an open system with a series of major inputs and outputs and
these effectively ―drive the internal dynamics of the system.
The ability to recognize distinctive ecosystems in the biosphere gave ecologists a
convenient scale with which to consider plants and animals and their interaction. This
is because it is more localized and thus more specific than the whole biosphere.
1) What is Gaia hypothesis?
2) Why Earth and its environmental systems treated as a sort of mechanical
machine?
3) Why species assigned a hierarchy of taxonomic groups?
4) Where interdependent parts that function as a unit and involve inputs and
outputs found?

PASSAGE-2
Regionalism is not significant merely as a disintegrating force. Regionalism is not
opposed to national integration. Both can exist together in a creative partnership.
Both are in favour of development. Regionalism stresses the development of a region
and national integration for the development of the nation as a whole. If we want to
reconcile the competing claims of regionalism and national integration the political
system of the country should remain federal and democratic.
Regionalism is not disruptive of national solidarity. The important condition for
national solidarity is that nationalism should be able to hold the different types of
regional sub-nationalities together. In other words, there should be healthy
reconciliation between regionalism and nationalism.
Regionalism can make federalism a greater success. In this aspect the accentuation
of regional identities should not-become problematic. It is quite natural that regional
communities, who are conscious of their distinctive culture, should interact with
federal government on the basis of more equal partnership. It will reduce the
centralising tendencies in a nation and power will shift from the centre to the states.
Conceived in any form, regionalism and sub-regionalism are unavoidable in a
country as vast and diverse as India. Their existence is not only an important
condition for the expression of genuine national sentiment, but it is logically
generated because of the establishment of the nation state. Nothing is, therefore, more
basic to the concept of federalism than regionalism and sub-regionalism.
1) Compare and contrast Regionalism and national integration?
2) What is nation state?
3) What is federalism?
2.9

LET US SUM UP

A précis is a summary of the whole passage. Précis writing is an exercise in
concentration, comprehension and condensation. One has to read the passage
carefully and grasp its meaning before writing a précis. The art of writing a good
précis is very useful to people like lawyers, journalists, students, secretaries and
business managers. Before one starts writing the précis of a passage, one should read
the whole passage at least twice, slowly carefully and with concentration. This will
help him to get a general idea of what the passage is about and what the author is
trying to say. A précis should be written in indirect speech. Further one must ensure
that each idea follows logically from the one before, so that the précis has a logical
flow and cohesion. In addition to unity, one must also ensure that the précis is
factually correct and it does not contain ideas or opinions which are not in the original
passage. One should not add own ideas or comments or any extra information not
contained in the passage.
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OBJECTIVE

After going through this unit, you should be able to:
• Understand the place of grammar in the teaching of a language
• Understand the different meanings of the word 'Grammar' as used in different
contexts.
3.1

INTRODUCTION

What is grammar? Is there only one grammar? Is it compulsory that we should teach
grammar? If so, how should we go about it? If not, why not? What is the role of
grammar in language teaching? These are some of the questions that worry every
English teacher.
The ultimate aim of every language learner is to acquire the ability to speak and write
the language correctly. In order to do this, requires knowledge of grammar in some
form or the other. Hence any course in language teaching assigns an important role
to grammar. As teachers of English we need to know: a) what is grammar?
b) How should we teach grammar?
There are a handful of people who are fascinated by the magic of grammar, but most
of us generally feel 'bored' with it; nor do we have any pleasant recollections of our
grammar classes - either as teachers or as learners. We would rather teach 'poetry'
than 'grammar'.
This unit will help you to examine some of the prevailing misconceptions in grammar
teaching and enable you to make your grammar classes livelier and more interesting.

We do hope, that at the end of this unit, you would have developed a balanced attitude
to grammar.
Check Your Progress
1. Think of a grammar class you taught recently or a class where you were taught
grammar. What feelings do you associate with it? What caused those feelings?
2. Would you attribute this to the teacher, the learner or the subject? Why?
3.2

WHAT IS GRAMMAR

The LONGMAN DICTIONARY OF CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH defines
grammar as 'the study and practice of the rules by which words change their forms
and are combined into sentences.' There are two basic elements in this definition: the
rules of grammar; and the study and practice of the rules. Here grammar constitutes
a subset of rules relating to word formation (morphology) and sentence formation
(syntax).
According to modern linguistics, grammar is a device that specifies the infinite set of
well-formed sentences and assigns to each of them one or more structural
descriptions. In other words, grammar tells us what the possible sentences of a
language are and provides a description of them.
1. All of us are able to speak our mother tongue correctly. We do not make any
grammatical mistakes. If someone else speaks our mother tongue incorrectly, we
are able to identify the mistakes and correct them. Even an illiterate native
speaker is able to do this in spite of the fact he/she has not learnt grammar
formally at school. S/he knows the grammar of her/his mother tongue
instinctively. Grammar, in this sense refers to the total mechanism of the
language, which enables its users to communicate with each other. Let us call this
Grammar 1, or GI.
2. Consider the following sentence:
He going to school every day.
Even an illiterate English speaker knows that this sentence is wrong. She is even
able to correct it for you as "He is going to school every day". However, if you ask
him her why it is wrong, she is not able to tell you. On the other hand, an educated
native speaker or a grammarian would say: This sentence is wrong because the 'in'
form of the verb is used without the auxiliary 'be'. The progressive verb phrase in
English always takes the form: be + in. Such an ability to think about language
consciously and attempt a formal analysis and description of what one knows
intuitively (GI) is also referred to as grammar. We can distinguish this from G1 by
referring to this as Grammar 2 or G2.
3. Grammar' also refers to the rules for correct use of language, which may be
prescribed for its users; for example words beginning with a vowel sound are
preceded by 'a' whereas words beginning with a consonant sound are preceded by

'a'. Text books on grammar written by Wren and Martin, or Newfield consist of
such rules, which prescribe what learners should/should not do. Hence they are
also referred to as prescriptive grammars. In contrast to this, Grammars of the G2
type merely 'describe' the facts of the language.
Hence they are known as descriptive grammars. Let us call this third type Grammar
3 or G3.
4. According to modern linguistics there is a fourth meaning for the term 'grammar'
- 'Grammar' is regarded as the innate capacity which all human beings possess; it
allows them to acquire language. In this sense grammar is a property of the human
brain, rather than that of any language. This may be termed Grammar 4 or G4.
What is Grammatical?
Consider the following dialogues:
a) I) who’s there? ii) Its me!
b) i) Would you like some coffee?
ii) No, coffee has been drunk by me.
Traditional grammar teachers, brought up on the Wren and Martin tradition would
say that It's me is wrong; the correct is It's I. With regard to (b) they would happily
accept Coffee has been drunk by me as correct, being the passive transformation of I
have drunk coffee. However we notice that almost every native speaker uses It's me
and hardly any native speaker used Coffee has been drunk by me. Does this mean
that native speakers are often ungrammatical? Not at all. In fact, grammar is
described as the set of conventions used by native speakers. Hence we add another
dimension to language - that of appropriately - a (ii) is appropriate but b(ii) is
inappropriate even though ii is grammatically correct. To cite another example,
traditional grammarians approve of Whom did you see? This shows that one cannot
be too rigid regarding grammatical correctness, since language keeps changing.
Check Your Progress
1. Summarise the four meanings of Grammar in the table below:
Type Meaning
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………...........................................................
2. To which type of grammar would you attribute the following statement:
i. Every human child acquires a language but no animal does so.
ii. In English, a sentence should not end with a preposition. iii. There are no
articles in Tamil.
iv.
I know that it is wrong to say I did’t went there. I'm sorry I can't
v.
explain why it is wrong
3. Discuss whether the following sentences are grammatical and appropriate:

i) Everyone gave their share.
ii) Grammar is the most wonderful subject on earth iii) Where you are going?
iv) We gave no one nothing. v) Did you visit the Tajo?
Yes, the Tajo has been visited by me.
3.3

WHY STUDY GRAMMAR

Traditional teachers of English considered grammar as an integral part of the
language curriculum. They felt that it was not possible for a learner to speak or write
English correctly if she did not know the grammar of English. Hence students were
taught all about articles, prepositions, conditional clauses, etc.
In the early years of the Communicative Approach it was felt that a knowledge of
grammar may not be necessary for one to communicate in a language. As evidence,
they cite the example of a child acquiring its first language. The child is able to speak
the language grammatically by the age of five, even though no one has taught him/her
the grammar of the language. So they argue that a second language learner can also
acquire a language without learning grammar.
The other arguments they gave against the teaching of grammar were:
• Much input produces little output. What is learnt is not applied.
• Grammatical analysis breaks up the unity of thought by its focus on detail
and fails to relate the details to the whole.
• Grammatical rules may be thoroughly understood and learned and yet not
applied in practice.
• The best way of imparting even grammatical competence is through use and
not usage.
In recent years there has been a re-thinking about grammar teaching. While as a
reaction to the Structural Approach, the learners in a communicative classroom were
expected not 'puzzle their heads with grammar', it is being increasingly accepted that
"language learning is essentially learning how grammar functions in the achievement
of meaning.'' (Widows: 1990:97). But instead of isolated sentences which were
mostly used for drill and practice in the Structural Approach, the emphasis is now on
providing suitable contexts to make the "learners realize the communicative value of
grammar in the very achievement of meaning."
In other words, the focus has moved away from the teachers covering grammar to the
learners discovering grammar. Learners are first exposed to a new language in a
comprehensible context, so that they are able to understand its function and meaning.
Only then is their attention turned to examining the grammatical forms that have been
used to convey that meaning. The discussion of grammar is explicit, but it is the
learners who do most of the discussing or working out of rules, with guidance from
the teacher.

What should English teachers do then? Should they teach grammar or not? We feel,
that grammar has an important place in the English curriculum and it has to be taught,
for the following reasons:
• 'Because it is there. We are constantly curious about the world we live in, and
wish to understand it and master it. Grammar is no different from any other
domain of knowledge, in this respect. It is the fundamental organising Teaching
principle of language.
•

We encounter ambiguity, imprecision, unintelligible speech or writing. To deal
with these problems, we need grammar to work out what went wrong.

•

After studying grammar, we are more alert to the strength, flexibility and variety
of our language and thus are in a better position to use it and to evaluate other's
use of it.

•

An intelligent study of grammar reveals surprising and interesting things about
the orderliness of what the child has learned in a disorderly way. Thus there is
an intellectual appeal, aside from practical benefits.

Check Your Progress
1. Trace the history of grammar teaching from the structuralism to the post
communicative approach.
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
3.4

APPROACHES OF TEACHING GRAMMAR

Language learning is a complex phenomenon, it would be foolish to reduce it to
simplistic terms and say that "this is the best way to teach grammar". What works
for, one context may not work for another. As teachers of English, it is necessary for
us to be familiar with various approaches to teaching grammar. Let us look at some
of these approaches:
a) Formal explanation of grammatical rules.
b) Practice of common grammatical patterns.
c) Providing opportunities for students to use English in realistic situations.
d) Discovery method.

Let us look at each of them in detail,
a) Formal presentations of grammatical rules: Traditional teachers of English
followed this approach to grammar teaching. There are several grammar books

which present the rules of English grammar, e.g. Wren and Martin, Newfield,
etc. These rules are prescriptive; while they have their own value, we should be
careful not to exaggerate their importance. Some of these rules are no longer
valid; if we continue to follow them, our English would sound quite funny.
The mastery of the rules of grammar will surely make our learners veterans in
grammar; they will be able to answer the questions on grammar well and secure
full marks in the grammar section of the paper. But when they speak or write
they are likely to forget the rules they have learned and commit numerous
mistakes. Hence they will not be able to communicate effectively in English,
outside the classroom.
b) Practice of common grammatical patterns: In this approach students are not
taught the rules of grammar; they are merely asked to practice the structures of
language. They are given substitution tables which drill them in the correct use
of structures. It is thus impossible for them to come out with an ungrammatical
sentence. (e.g.)
Look at the substitution table given below. How many sentences can a learner
generate from this table?
My friend
Rajesh
Pushpin

wants
has
needs

A new camera.
An exercising cycle.
A large basket.

Such drilling helps students to become familiar with the basic sentence patterns in
English. However, it does not tell them when to use these patterns. There is also the
danger that they may mechanically repeat the sentences without understanding the
grammatical rules involved.
c)
Providing opportunities to use English in realistic situations: In this
approach, the teacher is not concerned with teaching grammar - either in the form
of rules or drills. His/her major objective is to create opportunities for the learners
to communicate in English. It is believed that by engaging in the process of
communication, the students will implicitly master the rules of grammar. Hence, the
more opportunities learners get for communication, the better their proficiency.
The difference between the first and third approaches could be represented as
follows; a new camera an exercising cycle a large basket
Approach (a): Grammar -------------------------Communication
We learn grammar rules now so that we will be able to communicate later
Approach (c): Communication-------------------------Implicit understanding of grammar. Learners are given opportunities to engage in
the process of communication; this will enable them to acquire the proficiency to
communicate (which includes grammatical competence as well).

These two approaches represent two extremes - the one focusing totally on grammar
and the other completely on communication, to the exclusion of grammar.
d) Discovery Techniques: There is yet another approach which makes use of
discovery techniques. Here the students are given examples of language and told to
find out how they works- to discover the grammar rules rather than be told about
them. Students can be asked to look at some sentences and say how the meaning is
expressed and what the differences are between the sentences. As the students
puzzle through the information and solve the problem in front of them, they find out
how grammar is 'used in the text and are actually acquiring a grammar rule. The
advantages of this approach are clear.
By involving the students' reasoning processes in the task of grammar acquisition,
we make sure that they are concentrating fully, using their cognitive powers. We
are also ensuring that our approach is more student-cantered: it's not just the teacher
telling the students what the grammar is. They are actually discovering information
for themselves.
3.5

CURRENT TRENDS IN TEACHING GRAMMAR

The teaching of grammar has undergone a sea-change in recent times. If a grammar
teacher in the year 1900 happens to visit a grammar class today, she may not
recognize that it is a grammar class. We shall briefly outline the basic principles
followed today:
a)

b)

Teach grammar for communication - not grammar for its own sake our aim in
teaching is to help learners to communicate effectively. We are not interested
in producing grammarians. As we pointed out earlier, students may be very
good in grammar when they do isolated exercises on grammar; but they often
fumble and commit mistakes when they attempt to speak or write
independently.
We want our learners to acquire knowledge of language and not knowledge
about language. It is not necessary for them to know what a noun or a verb is;
they can still communicate without such knowledge. Hence let us not frighten
our learners with excessive use of grammatical labels. An analogy might help
you to understand this better. If you want to learn driving, it is not necessary
for you to know everything about each part of the car. That is a mechanic's
duty. You can still drive a car without knowing, for example, what the different
parts of the engine are. Similarly you can still speak/write a language without
an explicit knowledge about grammar.
Teach grammar as discourse - not isolated sentences the traditional grammar
books present numerous exercises, which consist of isolated sentences,
unconnected with each other. This is artificial and unrealistic. In real life we
always speak/write in continuous stretches of language (known as discourse).

c)

d)

e)

3.6

If our language classes should help our learners to communicate effectively in
real life, then we should also give them practice in the use of continuous
discourse.
Teach grammar in context - Most of our time-tables allocate a separate period
for grammar. We select a particular area of grammar and teach the various
aspects. Most often students feel bored with this, because they do not
understand its relevance to real life contexts. They are often puzzled and
confused. After all, what is the difference between saying "I ate a mango" and
"A mango was eaten by me", when they both mean the same thing? A little
more planning will make the class more interesting, For example, passives may
be taught through the context of laboratory reports or newspaper reports where
the agent is not important. The present continuous tense may be presented in
the context of running commentaries for cricket, tennis, etc.
Make grammar learning fun Interactive games for grammar are very popular
now. They motivate learners and help them to shed inhibitions. Games also
help learners to practice the relevant structures without even being conscious
of the fact that they are learning grammar. We shall give you many ideas on
grammar games in the next unit.
Focus on fluency first and accuracy later - We, English teachers, on the whole,
feel very possessive about English grammar. If anyone makes a grammatical
mistake (whoever it may be), we have to point it out immediately, and
otherwise our conscience troubles us! But we should think of the effect of such
correction on our learners who are just beginning to struggle to communicate.
The moment we point out a mistake, they feel humiliated and inhibited. They
feel it is better not to speak, rather than speak ungrammatically. Hence it is
advisable to pretend to ignore their mistakes in the early stages of learning or
point it out as a whole class activity. After they gain some fluency and
confidence, we could slowly begin to emphasize the need for accuracy.
NOTE-TAKING

Ever since you decided to go to college, everyone has impressed upon you the
importance of good note taking. Did you ever wonder why? Stop for a moment and
think of a few reasons why you think note taking is important. When you have a few
in mind, read the following list, which gives some of the major reasons why note
taking is important. Note the items on this list that aren't on your list. Whenever you
feel discouraged about taking notes in class, remember this list and the importance
that good note taking has for you as a student.
1. It keeps you attentive and focuses your concentration in class.
Before you can take a good set of notes, you must hear, understand, and put the
material in your own words.
2. It is a memory aid.
It is entirely possible for you to memorize all the main points of a lecture, but
you would need an excellent memory to do this for all your classes. Writing key

words and points in your notes can trigger your memory to start a flow of ideas
that might not have been released.
3. Sometimes the instructor may be your only source for important
information.
Class lectures are more than just a summary of the textbook, providing extended
learning about what is in the textbook. Lectures are important sources of
information, because they more fully analyze and explain material.
4. It helps you prepare for exams.
In the lectures, you discover the aspects of the course which are most important
to the instructor. These aspects usually show up on exams. Note whether your
instructor focuses on understanding concepts, or whether he or she is more
concerned with the memorization of detail. Knowing what is important to your
instructor will usually help you in predicting the kinds of questions that could
show up on a test.
5. It helps you to review the material presented.
Review is an important part of study, and taking notes in class simplifies this
exercise. Trying to review lecture material from memory is a large task, but is
unnecessary if you take good notes.
6. It improves your self-image.
When you take a good set of notes, you'll have feelings of satisfaction and power that
come from doing a good job. It also helps you feel confident in yourself, and in your
ability to handle tough college courses.
3.7

THREE STEPS TO EFFECTIVE NOTE TAKING

Taking good notes is a crucial part of your learning success. Besides allowing you to
keep a record of the key information presented by your instructor during class, good
note-taking involves you in active listening strategies and encourages you to think as
you organize ideas into different categories and levels of importance. Contrary to
common beliefs, note-taking does not begin and end with each lecture. To be an
effective note-taker you need to prepare before you go to class and do something with
your notes after class. These are the three steps to effective note-taking.
Step One: Before Class
 Read about the topic before you go to class. Use the course outline or any other
information the instructor gives you to determine what will be covered in class
then pre-read before you go to class. At the very least, scan the reading to identify
the key ideas and concepts. If you have assigned reading, make sure you do this
before class.
 Review the notes you took during the previous class to remind yourself what you
have learned about the topic so far.
 Anticipate what you are going to learn in the class. Have some questions in mind
that you think will be answered during the lecture. Be prepared to be interested
in the topic and recognize how it relates to the rest of the course content.



Select a good place to sit in the classroom. Situate yourself in a location that
minimizes internal and external distractions.

Step Two: During Class







Maintain concentration as you listen to the lecture. Be aware if your thoughts
start to wander and if they do gently bring yourself back to active listening.
Keep your eyes on the instructor. Imagine you are having a one-on-one
conversation with the instructor and you are listening to his or her part of the
dialogue.
Listen out for and write down key points using the background knowledge you
have from previous classes and your pre-class reading activities. Do not try to
write down everything the instructor says. Listen first and make a conscious
decision about what the key point is that you need to write down.
Use a note-taking format that works for you and remember to:
 Write the topic and title on each page of notes
 Number your pages
 Leave plenty of white space

Step Three: After class





3.8

Schedule a regular time within 24 hours of the lecture to go over your notes.
Research shows that individuals forget 60% of information they have heard
within 24 hours, so it is crucial you return to your notes to review the key
information you learned during the lecture.
As you review, identify key concepts and supporting detail. Underline, circle or
write down what you determine are the important points covered in the lecture.
Re-organize your notes to make them more readable and suitable for study. As
you do this be careful not to simply copy your notes. Straight copying of notes
takes a lot of time and is a passive activity with little learning value.
REPORT WRITING

Headings
In all but the shortest reports (two pages or less), use headings to mark off the
different topics and subtopics covered. Headings are the titles and subtitles you see
within the actual text of much professional scientific, technical, and business writing.
Headings are like the parts of an outline that have been pasted into the actual pages
of the document.
Headings are an important feature of professional technical writing: they alert readers
to upcoming topics and subtopics, help readers find their way around in long reports
and skip what they are not interested in, and break up long stretches of straight text.
Headings are also useful for writers. They keep you organized and focused on the
topic. When you begin using headings, your impulse may be to slap in the headings

after you’ve written the rough draft. Instead, visualize the headings before you start
the rough draft, and plug them in as you write.
Here are a number of helpful tips:












Make the phrasing of headings self-explanatory: instead of “Background” or
“Technical Information,” make it more specific, such as “Physics of Fibber
Optics.”
Make headings indicate the range of topic coverage in the section. For example,
if the section covers the design and operation of a pressurized water reactor, the
heading “Pressurized Water Reactor Design” would be incomplete and
misleading.
Avoid “stacked” headings—any two consecutive headings without intervening
text.
Avoid pronoun reference to headings. For example, if you have a heading
“Torque,” don’t begin the sentence following it with something like this: “This
is a physics principle…..”
When possible, omit articles from the beginning of headings. For example, “The
Pressurized Water Reactor” can easily be changed to “Pressurized Water
Reactor” or, better yet, “Pressurized Water Reactors.”
Don’t use headings as lead-ins to lists or as figure titles.
Avoid “widowed” headings: that’s where a heading occurs at the bottom of a
page and the text it introduces starts at the top of the next page. Keep at least two
lines of body text with the heading, or force it to start the new page.

Bulleted and Numbered Lists
In the body of a report, also use bulleted, numbered, and two-column lists where
appropriate. Lists help by emphasizing key points, by making information easier to
follow, and by breaking up solid walls of text. Always introduce the list so that your
audience understand the purpose and context of the list. Whenever practical, provide
a follow-up comment, too. Here are some additional tips:
 Use lists to highlight or emphasize text or to enumerate sequential items.
 Use a lead-in to introduce the list items and to indicate the meaning or purpose
of the list (and punctuate it with a colon).
 Use consistent spacing, indentation, punctuation, and caps style for all lists in
a document.
 Make list items parallel in phrasing.
 Make sure that each item in the list reads grammatically with the lead-in.
 Avoid using headings as lead-ins for lists.
 Avoid overusing lists; using too many lists destroys their effectiveness.
 Use similar types of lists consistently in similar text in the same document.
Following up a list with text helps your reader understand context for the information
distilled into list form. The tips above provide a practical guide to formatting lists.

Graphics and Figure Titles
In technical report, you are likely to need drawings, diagrams, tables, and charts.
These not only convey certain kinds of information more efficiently but also give
your report an added look of professionalism and authority. If you’ve never put these
kinds of graphics into a report, there are some relatively easy ways to do so—you
don’t need to be a professional graphic artist. For strategies for adding graphics and
tables to reports, see the chapter on Creating and Using Visuals. See the chapter on
visuals for more help with the principles for creating visuals.
Information Sources
Documenting your information sources is all about establishing, maintaining, and
protecting your credibility in the profession. You must cite (“document”) borrowed
information regardless of the shape or form in which you present it. Whether you
directly quote it, paraphrase it, or summarize it—it’s still borrowed information.
Whether it comes from a book, article, a diagram, a table, a web page, a product
brochure, an expert whom you interview in person—it’s still borrowed information.
Documentation systems vary according to professionals and fields. For a technical
writing class in college, you may be using either MLA or APA style. Engineers use
the IEEE system, examples of which are shown throughout this chapter. Another
commonly used documentation system is provided by the American Psychological
Association (APA).
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WRITING CV/RESUME FOR JOBS

A résumé is a document that summarizes your education, skills, talents, employment
history, and experiences in a clear and concise format for potential employers. The
résumé serves three distinct purposes that define its format, design, and presentation:
1. To represent your professional information in writing
2. To demonstrate the relationship between your professional information and the
problem or challenge the potential employer hopes to solve or address, often
represented in the form of a job description or duties
3. To get you an interview by clearly demonstrating you meet the minimum
qualifications and have the professional background help the organization
meet its goals
An online profile page is similar to a résumé in that it represents you, your
background and qualifications, and adds participation to the publication. People
network, link, and connect in new ways via online profiles or professional sites like
LinkedIn. In many ways, your online profile is an online version of your résumé with
connections and friends on public display. Your MySpace and Facebook pages are
also often accessible to the public, so never post anything you wouldn’t want your
employer (current or future) to read, see, or hear. This chapter covers a traditional
résumé, as well as the more popular scannable features, but the elements and tips
could equally apply to your online profile.

Main Parts of a Résumé
Regardless of the format, employers have expectations for your résumé. They expect
it to be clear, accurate, and up to date (Bennett, 2005). This document represents you
in your absence, and you want it to do the best job possible. You don’t want to be
represented by spelling or grammatical errors, as they may raise questions about your
education and attention to detail. Someone reading your résumé with errors will only
wonder what kind of work you might produce that will poorly reflect on their
company. There is going to be enough competition that you don’t want to provide an
easy excuse to toss your résumé at the start of the process. Do your best work the
first time.
Résumés have several basic elements that employers look for, including your contact
information, objective or goal, education and work experience, and so on. Each
résumé format may organize the information in distinct ways based on the overall
design strategy, but all information should be clear, concise, and accurate (Simons &
Curtis, 2004).
Contact Information
This section is often located at the top of the document. The first element of the
contact information is your name. You should use your full, legal name even if you
go by your middle name or use a nickname. There will plenty of time later to clarify
what you prefer to be called, but all your application documents, including those that
relate to payroll, your social security number, drug screenings, background checks,
fingerprint records, transcripts, certificates or degrees, should feature your legal
name. Other necessary information includes your address, phone number(s), and email address. If you maintain two addresses (e.g., a campus and a residential address),
make it clear where you can be contacted by indicating the primary address. For
business purposes, do not use an unprofessional e-mail address like
sexiluvr93@hotmale.com or tutifruti@yafoo.com. Create a new e-mail account if
needed with an address suitable for professional use.
Objective
This is one part of your résumé that is relatively simple to customize for an individual
application. Your objective should reflect the audience’s need to quickly understand
how you will help the organization achieve its goals.
Education
You need to list your education in reverse chronological order, with your most recent
degree first. List the school, degree, and grade point average (GPA). If there is a
difference between the GPA in your major courses and your overall GPA, you may
want to list them separately to demonstrate your success in your chosen field. You
may also want to highlight relevant coursework that directly relate to the position.

Work Experience
List in reverse chronological order your employment history, including the positions,
companies, locations, dates, duties and skills demonstrated or acquired. You may
choose to use active, descriptive sentences or bullet lists, but be consistent.
Emphasize responsibilities that involved budgets, teamwork, supervision, and
customer service when applying for positions in business and industry, but don’t let
emphasis become exaggeration. This document represents you in your absence, and
if information is false, at a minimum you could lose your job.
Maximize Scannable Résumé Content
Use Key Words
Just as there are common search terms, and common words in relation to each
position, job description, or description of duties, your scannable résumé needs to
mirror these common terms. Use of nonstandard terms may not stand out, and your
indication of “managed employees” may not get the same attention as the word
“supervision” or “management.”
Follow Directions
If a job description uses specific terms, refers to computer programs, skills, or
previous experience, make sure you incorporate that language in your scannable
résumé. You know that when given a class assignment, you are expected to follow
directions; similarly, the employer is looking for specific skills and experience. By
mirroring the employer’s language and submitting your application documents in
accord with their instructions, you convey a spirit of cooperation and an
understanding of how to follow instructions.
Insert a Key Word Section
Consider a brief section that lists common words associated with the position as a
skills summary: customer service, business communication, sales, or terms and
acronyms common to the business or industry.
Make It Easy to Read
You need to make sure your résumé is easy to read by a computer, including a
character recognition program. That means no italics, underlining, shading, boxes, or
lines. Choose a sans serif (without serif, or decorative end) font like Arial or Tahoma
that won’t be misread. Simple, clear fonts that demonstrate no points at which letters
may appear to overlap will increase the probability of the computer getting it right
the first time. In order for the computer to do this, you have to consider your
audience—a computer program that will not be able to interpret your unusual font or
odd word choice. A font size of eleven or twelve is easier to read for most people,
and while the computer doesn’t care about font size, the smaller your font, the more
likely the computer is to make the error of combining adjacent letters.
Printing, Packaging and Delivery
Use a laser printer to get crisp letter formation. Inkjet printers can have some “bleed”
between characters that may make them overlap, and therefore be misunderstood.

Folds can make it hard to scan your document. E-mail your résumé as an attachment
if possible, but if a paper version is required, don’t fold it. Use a clean, white piece
of paper with black ink; colors will only confuse the computer. Deliver the document
in a nine-by-twelve-inch envelope, stiffened with a sheet of cardstock (heavy paper
or cardboard) to help prevent damage to the document
Check your progress
1. Think of another analogy to bring out the difference between knowledge of and
knowledge about something.
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………..........................................................................................
2. Write dialogue which you could use as a starting point for teaching 'if clauses.
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………....................................................................
3. Choose any four areas of grammar. Now identify the contexts where they are
likely to be used frequently.
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………....................................................................
4. Discuss the concept of fluency vs. accuracy with your learners and colleagues. Do
you find any difference in their views?
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………...................................................................
5. What are the steps towards effective note-making?
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
6. Explain how to write an effective report?
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
7. Suppose you are applying for a company, write an effective resume to the CEO of
that company mentioning all your necessary information.
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
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LET US SUM UP

In this unit we addressed the following concepts about grammar:
i.
I) Grammar is a theory of language. It consists of a set of rules which
combine words and sentences.
ii.
The words 'grammar' is understood in four different ways:
a. GI the total mechanism of the language, which enables its users to communicate
with each other.
b. G2 a formal analysis and description of what a native speaker Grammar knows
intuitively.
c. G3 prescriptive rules for correct use of language.
d. G4 the capacity that all human beings possess, which enable them to acquire
language.
It is not enough if sentences are grammatical; they should also be appropriate. There
are four major approaches to teaching grammar: a. Formal explanation of
grammatical rules.
b. Practice of common grammatical patterns.
c. Providing opportunities for students to use English in realistic situations.
d. Using discovery methods which help students frame their own rules.
E The four parts of a grammar lesson are: Presentation; Focused Practice;
Communicative Practice; Teacher feedback and Correction. Recent trends in
grammar teaching are:
Don't teach grammar far its own sake; Instead,
a. Teach grammar for communication.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Teach grammar as discourse - not isolated sentences.
Teach grammar in context.
Make grammar fun.
Focus on fluency first, accuracy later.
Let children discover the rules of grammar for themselves.

3.11 SUGGESTEDD ONLINE SOURCES/READINGS
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/businesscommunication/chapter/13-5-rsum/
https://openoregon.pressbooks.pub/technicalwriting/chapter/10-7-body-of-thereport/
https://rdc.libguides.com/learningskills/notetaking
https://rdc.libguides.com/ld.php?content_id=33925371

